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We’re Now in the Bloodhound
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Since We Are Talking
About Bloodhounds.......

We have taken in several bloodhounds over the past
two years.  It started in February of 2014, when one-
year old Duke came to us as an owner relinquishment.
In December of that same year, 10-year-old female
Copper was relinquished to us.

In March, 2015, a breeding pair was relinquished.
Grace was 26 months old and Duke was 23 months old.
In June, we took in one-year old River, who we tracked
back to being a puppy from Grace’s and Duke’s litter!
She ended up at a shelter and wasn’t claimed, but her
microchip told us her story.

So far this year, we have taken in two more
relinquished bloodhounds, both males.  Beau is 22
months old and Tracker is 15 months old  as of April 1.

As you can see, most came to us in the puppy stage
of life, so they’ve needed active, adoptive families who
could provide them with exercise, like all puppies need.

These soulful creatures are just as wonderful as
our beloved basset hounds!  A basset on stilts!

I am happy that we are able to help rescue a second
dog breed.  We all know there are too many dogs out
there without homes.  If we all can do more and help
more, it can only mean better things for the lives of
these dogs.

So spread the word and keep an eye out for any
bloodhounds needing homes.  Also let us know if you
hear of someone interested in adopting one of these
gentle giants.

WBHR Director Holly

Michele Welton

The AKC Standard says, “The expression is noble and
dignified, and characterized by solemnity, wisdom, and power.”

Though gentle and easygoing, even somewhat bumbling,
the Bloodhound is not the lazy, lie-around dog he is often
portrayed to be on TV.

This big breed requires plenty of space and safe areas where
he can romp and ramble every day.  A leash and/or fence is
mandatory, because if his tremendous nose locks on to a
fascinating scent, his ears turn off and it is almost impossible to
regain his attention. Bloodhounds will trail scents for miles and
miles, until they are hit by a car.

Though generally good-natured and gregarious with people
and other  ani-
mals, some indi-
viduals can be
aggressive with
other dogs of the
same sex.

Great strength
and stubborn-
ness call for  a
confident owner who knows how to enforce rules in an assertive
(yet not harsh) manner. This kindly, sensitive breed should never
be treated roughly.

Bloodhounds are very slow to mature, so your patience and
firmness need to extend over several years.

His tendency to chew and swallow anything that fits in his
mouth may send you both to the veterinary emergency room at
some point.

The Bloodhound can be possessive of his food and toys, a
potential problem around children and other pets.

-continued on page 9-
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WBHR
Development

Fund
$1-25
Baxter and Fannie
Robert and Kerstin Bult
Gunder and Carole Hansen
In memory of Newton
In memory of Teton and Sherlock
Susan Kostenbauer
Jeff and Ashley Lang
Joe Michaels (for Roxi and Molly)
Lorraine Reiner
Larry and Janette Richards

$26-99
Anonymous - 2
Mike and Teresa Bares Family
Nathan and Thea Bryce
Roz Cummings
Rex and Pat Leaman
Pat and Paula McKenzie
Lindsay Musgrave
Stephanie and Jorge Oneto
Jerry and Judy Scheafer
Harley Williams
Bob Wirth (for Molly, Mary Jane and Diego)

$100-249
James and Elaine Alsop
Anonymous - 2
Fred and Shirley Bell
Deb and Clayton Black
Claudine and George Dillman
Jane Elliott
Betty and Pete Fitzloff
Richard Hillegas and Lorie Hebert-Hillegas
Floyd and June Hill
In memory of Butch Bassity
Sharon Kettle
John Minium
Mr. Blue
Heidi and Brock Rasmussen
Larry and Regina Sortor
David, Tracey and Kylee Stai and Tilly and Sadie
Patty Thompson

$250-499
Anonymous
In memory of Pookie
Joe and Andrea Kenney (in memory of Petey)
Holly and Allen Moen
Michael and Helen Ryan
Constance Ryan-McKenna

$500
Nyal and Susie Q. Walker in memory of Mrs. Nell Walker
Rocky MountainCasing Crews, Inc.

 

-continued on page 4-

Think Your
Dog Has a
‘Different’
Name?

“What’s in a Name?”

Shakespeare wrote those immortal words back in 1597 for
Juliet to expound in the classic “Romeo and Juliet”, but let’s give
those words a “doggie connotation” by checking on what are
currently the most popular names for Basset and dogs in general.

First off, let’s focus strictly on Bassets.

According to the American Kennel Club (which tracks breeds
as opposed to names), Basset ranked as the 39th most popular
breed in the country in 2015 which is pretty consistent since
Bassets were ranked 42nd in 2014 and 41st in 2013.

(If you’re wondering, labs topped the list for the 25th
consecutive year with German Shepherds and Golden Retrievers
second and third, as both were in 2014 and 2013.)

A popular web site (Buzzsharer) tackled the question as to
the most popular Basset names and, interestingly, most of the
top 10 names could readily be applied to either males or females.

Topping the list is Riley followed by Oscar, Cuddles, Shorty
and Pumpkin with the top 10 rounded out by Goober, Harry,
Inch, Jake and Titch.

If you’re curious, the site lists the top 50 names so here’s the
rest:

11-20:  Puddles, Rocky, Foxy, Sam, Dash, Bonsai, Midget,
Mite, Sammy and Zeus.

21-30:  Peanut, Simba, Gus, Lucky, Pip, Button, Murphy,
Middy, Squirt and stumpy.

31-40:  Stumpy, Festus, Sparky, Pepper, Jack, Toby, Duke,
Tucker, Teenie, Bailey and Buster.

41-50:  Copper, Gizmo, Chaos, Jett, Jinx, Roxy, Penny, Missy,
Lucy and Sadie.
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Thank You to All Our
Veterinarians and Clinics
Who Support the WBHR

Buffalo Veterinary Clinic
120 U.S. Highway 16 East
Dr. Kurt Walters
(307) 684-2851

3155 CY Avenue
Casper
(307) 234-7333
Dr. Richard Schwahn, Dr. Tangney Gray-Dockham,
       Dr. Angela O’Hearn

3740 E. Lincolnway
Cheyenne
(307) 635-4121
Dr. Christopher Church

Dr. Raven Novak

1439 Stillwater Ave. - Suite 3
Cheyenne     (307) 775-0577

5524 Greybull Highway
Cody
(307) 587-3151

Dr. Scott Moore, Dr. Amanda Marsh

 Riverbend Vet Hospital
240 S. Riverbend Road
Douglas
(307) 358-4910
Dr. William Root

93 W. Richards St.
Douglas
(307) 358-3231
Drs. Don, Maxwell and Dean
     Smylie, Dr. Amanda Ahrens

-continued from page 3-

 
 

How Does Your Basset’s
Name Stack Up?

 

Alright, is Buzzsharer’s methodology correct?  Unfortunately,
that’s anybody’s guess since the site does not offer how it de-
rived the rankings, but it is interesting to note that a substantial
number of the names do appear amongst the top names charts as
compiled by VPI Pet Insurance, the largest pet insurance com-
pany in the country (if not the world).

According to those lists, Bailey is the top name for male dogs
as a whole with Bella topping the female rankings.  Max, Charlie,
Buddy and Rocky rounded out the top five while on the female
side the other top names are Lucy, Molly, Daisy and Maggie.

Not to be outdone, so to speak, the web site Rover.com
searched online dog-barding services and compiled a “Top 100”
list.

Max topped the male list followed by Charlie, Buddy, Cooper
and Jack in the first five followed by Rocky, Toby, duke, Bear and
Tucker.  For the females it was Bella, Lucy, Daisy, Molly and Lola
followed by Sadie, Maggie, Sophie, Chloe and Bailey.

Thus, we find 18 male Basset names in the top 50 VPI chart as
well as seven female names while comparing Bassets to the
Rover.com list showed 17 male names in the top 50 and eight on
the female list.

So, there you have it.  How does your Basset’s name stack up
when checking the lists?

Oh, if you’re interested, going back to Shakespeare, he reput-
edly never had a dog.
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Taking the Subject of Doggie Names One Step Further

5

  As always, our most sin-
cerest gratitude to Jane
Elliott for maintaining our
web page, adding dogs, up-
dating dogs as well as doing
home checks.  WHBR really
appreciates all your help.
We would be lost without
you!

 

Passing over the
            Rainbow Bridge

In Loving Memory.......

Loss is never easy and even more so with an
ever-loving pet.  May your sweet memories of
their not-long-enough life help you through
the hard times and inspire you to extend your
love to another basset who is waiting for you.

If you have lost a special friend and would like
them listed in this section please contact WBHR
Director Holly Moen per the information on page 2.

Tracey and David Stai in Idaho Gillette
     lost Sally (9) on Dec. 15 of last year

Cheyenne (101/2) left Joni and Gregg
     Dietz on Jan. 26 in Manhatten, MT

Pat and Scott Vandell said a final good-
     bye to Lilly (15) on Feb. 4 in Laurel,
     MT

Dozer passed away on Mar. 23 leaving
     sadness at Kaitlin and Nathan’s
     home in Gillette

Pat and Scott Vandell sadly said good-
     bye to Rosy on Mar. 23 in Laurel,
     MT

•  Names should not sound like any
commands you would normally give

•  Consider the future - a cute, ex-
otic or cool puppy name may not be
suitable for when the dog grows up

Statistically,
more and more
dog owners are
referring to them-
selves as “pet

parents” and, thus, increasingly are
endowing them with “human names”.
In 2015, figures showed 49% of pets
had “human names” compared to
21.2% in 2014 and 19.9% in 2013.

While “human names” abound, pop
culture has played a large part in names
in recent years as over the past three
years names of characters from “The
Hunger Games” (19%), Harry Potter
(10%) and “Star wars (5%) show a
marked increase.  Alternatively, trend-
ing downwards are character names
from “The Twilight Zone”, “The Walk-
ing Dead” and “Game of Thrones”.

 

Since we’ve been discussing the subject of dog names, let’s
go a little further and consider some other aspects of selecting
what you think is the right name for your pet.

First off, the basics per our old pal, the Internet (Rover.com.):

•  Names should be short, preferably one or two syllables

•  Names should not sound like any other name within the
family or close friends

If you happen to be politically-minded, the top five dog
names in Democratic states are Parker, Charlie, Diego, Monty
and Porter while favored names for dogs residing in Republican
states are Coco, Gracie, Toby, Oliver and Sophie.

Lastly, simply having a dog puts you in good company as
Rover.com’s research shows 49% of households have at least
one dog and 94% of dog families consider them “part of the
family”.  This probably helps explain why an estimated $60.6
billion is spent on pet products each year.
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Since our last newsletter these bassets
have found their ‘Forever Home’

Hooray, I’ve Got a Home!  

Daisy Duke is now with Kale in Billings and not causing
     any hazards around the homestead
Everything’s kosher with Pickles in Keri’s new home in
     Gillette
Farley has a new normal life in Cody with Tammy and
     Robert
Casino rolled the dice and hit the jackpot in Douglas with
     Kari
Grady is now enjoying life in Huntley, MT with Penny and
     Bill
Ingrid and Mark made a nice gesture in adopting Beau to
     their Fort Collins home
Stella is now champion around Pat and Scott’s house in
     Laurel, MT

Chevy has plenty to chase in Belgrade, MT with Jennifer
     and Ray
Victoria and Ken in Basin, WY have given Lucy a new
     home
Buster isn’t being a crab in his new abode with DaNae and
     Gordon in Idaho Falls
Dazy has new digs with Fay and John in Rapid City

Looking to See How Old Your
Dog ‘Really Is’?  Not That Easy

-continued on page 7-

     ‘Objection, Your Honor!  The prosecution is combining dog
years and human years in a callous and deliberate attempt to
confuse the witness.’

 

Well, it all began simply enough.....start with the premise that
dog lover’s know that one dog year doesn’t really equal seven
human years, go to a trusty search engine and pull up an article
explaining what the real facts are and proceed from there.

Whoa, not so fast.  Up came an abundance of sites all
“confirming” the adage of 1=7 is false, but each with its own
mystical formula; most providing equivalents somewhat equal,
but definitely not via the same methods.

So let’s use a 12-year-old Basset as the example.

First up, you’ll find sites such as dogbreedinfo.com which
proffer a straight-forward formula based (apparently) simply on
a format which calls for the dog to age dramatically in the first
two years.

Under this site’s chart our example clocks in at 64 years old in
human terms as it has the dog aging 15 years in the first year,
nine years in the second year (24) and then four human years for
every year thereafter.

Now, consider the figures put forth by calculatorcat.com.
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Thank You to All Our
Veterinarians and Clinics
Who Support the WBHR

 

8000 Easy Street
Evansville
(307) 472-6911
Dr. Keith James

256 S. Douglas
Powell
(307) 754-9393
Dr. Teri Oursler

830 Skyline Road
Laramie
(307) 745-7341

Mountain View Pet Spa
260 Crescent Dr.
Mills
(307) 472-7297
Sherri Johnson, Owner

3025 Ft. Sanders Road
Laramie
(307) 742-6042
Dr. Christa Branch and
Dr. Amanda Van Pelt

Camelot Pet Castle

2001 Buckskin Dr.
Gillette
(307) 682-2001
Stacy Geer

Westside Animal Hospital
631 S. Ash Street
Casper
(307) 472-5600
Drs. Doug and Laura Johannessen

Dr. David Evertson and Dr. Dana Petersen, Owners

 

Pets Are People, Too!

Good Luck in Finding a Common Ground
On ‘Dog Year’ Formulas to ‘Human Years’

-continued from page 6-

This site has a beginning point of 10.5 human years for each of the first two
years and then four years thereafter.  Thus our example dog is 61.  However, the site
then proceeds to off a graph based on the dog’s weight with most Bassets falling
into the 51-90 pound range so now our 12-year-old is approximately 78.

Okay, yahoo puts forth a size/weight-based chart with a 51-100 pound range
and our dog is now 69 human years old.

Want a bit more?  One web site agrees with the 10.5 years for the first two years,
but then goes on figure approximately 5.46 years per year thereafter and our ex-
ample dog now is closing in on 76 years in human terms.

So, just considering almost a half-dozen sites, our 12-year-old Basset could be
anywhere from 61 to 78 years old depending upon who you “believe”.

At the end of the day, does it really matter?  Perhaps more than anything just
focus on an average life span of 10-12 years which pretty much covers just about all
of the various web site estimates.
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Thank You to All Our Veterinarians and Clinics
Who Support the WBHR

510 College Meadows Dr.
Sheridan
(307) 674-4111
Dr. Peter Pelissier Dr. Christian
       Newton, Dr. Amber Ingersoll

1650 Commercial Lane
Sheridan
(307) 672-5533
Dr. Mark Schreiber

1247 County Lame 14                         Worland
(307) 347-2358                                       Dr. Steven Tharp

Powell Veterinary Service
522 So. Division
(307) 754-3034
Dr. Lyle Bischoff and
       Dr. Bryan Neves

200 E. Lakewood Road
Gillette
(307) 682-1507
Dr. Marshall Kohr,
   Dr. Darren Lynde

Animal Clinic of Billings
1420 10th Street West
(406) 252-9499
Dr. Ken Brown, Dr. Darleen
   Miller, Dr. Anne Ball

http://www.facebook.com/pages/Wyoming-Basset-Hound-Rescue/223096958572

You’ve just settled in for a
quiet evening of television

when suddenly your favorite Basset starts snorting like crazy.
Pretty disconcerting, right?

Most of us are aware of “reverse sneezing”, but that doesn’t
make it any less, well, frightening to see such distress.  For the
record, the circumstance if officially known as inspiratory par-
oxysmal respiration.

So just exactly what is it?

Simply put, it is caused by a spasm of the laryngeal area and
soft palate. It is termed “reverse sneeze” because the dog is
inhaling air rapidly and forcefully instead of expelling air, as with
a normal sneeze.

During a reverse sneeze, which last a few seconds up to a
minute or two, the dog is usually very still with the head and

Ever Been Startled by Your Dog’s
   Sudden Onset of ‘IPR’???

neck extended. The inhalation of air can be quite forceful, leading
some owners to rush to the emergency clinic. Once the episode
is over, the dog resumes normal behavior.

Smaller breeds are more prone to reverse sneezing and may
have several episodes a day.

Reverse sneezing is thus an irritation to the throat, pharynx
or laryngeal area.

This can be from excitement, pulling on the leash, inhalant
irritants (pollen, strong odors), respiratory infections, post nasal
drip, or for some dogs, sudden changes in temperature such as
leaving a warm house for very cold outdoor temperatures.

Reverse sneezes are self limiting and usually not treated with
medication. Prolonged bouts of reverse sneezing, bloody or
yellow nasal discharge, and other respiratory problems
necessitate a visit to your veterinarian as soon as possible.
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If I was considering a Bloodhound, I would be most concerned
about...

1.  Providing enough exercise and mental stimulation.
Bloodhounds MUST have regular opportunities to vent their
energy and do interesting things. Otherwise they become
rambunctious and bored — which they usually express by baying
and destructive chewing. Bored Bloodhounds can turn your
house and yard inside out in a single day.

2.  Bounciness. Young Bloodhounds (up to about two years old)
can be bulls in a china shop. When they romp and jump, they do
so with great vigor, and things can go flying, including people.

3.  Providing enough socialization. Bloodhounds need extensive
exposure to people and to unusual sights and sounds. Otherwise
their natural caution can become shyness, suspiciousness, or
occasionally aggression, which are all difficult to live with.

4.  Animal aggression. Bloodhounds are seldom used for hunting
any more, but some individuals still have strong instincts to chase
and seize fleeing creatures. Some Bloodhounds are dominant or
aggressive toward other dogs of the same sex. If anything goes
wrong in the breeding, socializing, training, handling, or
management of this breed, it is capable of injuring or killing other
animals.

5.  Stubbornness. Bloodhounds have an independent mind of
their own and are not pushovers to raise and train.

-continued on page 8-

 

Is There a Bloodhound Possibly
In Your Future Some Day???

Most Bloodhounds are extremely stubborn. They can be
manipulative, and some are dominant (they want to be the boss)
and will make you prove that you can make them do things. You
must show them, through absolute consistency, that you mean
what you say.

  6.  Confinement. To keep your Bloodhound in, fences should
be high, with wire sunk into the ground along the fence line to
thwart digging.

  7.  Housebreaking. Bloodhounds tend to resist being told what
to do, and housebreaking is no exception. Expect four to six
months of consistent crate training.

  8.  Noise. Bloodhounds should never be left outside in your
yard, unsupervised. Their deep voice is extremely LOUD and
carries a long way. Their baying will have your neighbors calling
the cops to report the nuisance — or quietly letting your
Bloodhound out of his yard so he’ll wander away.

  9.  Houndy odor. Bloodhounds, like most hound breeds, have a
“doggy” odor that some people find disagreeable.

10.  Slobbering. Most people are not prepared for how much
Bloodhounds slobber and drool, especially after eating and
drinking.

11.  Serious health problems. From hip problems to heart disease
to stomach disorders, Bloodhounds are risky in the health
department.

•  Is large, rugged, and powerful with a houndy appearance
(loose skin and long hanging ears)

•  Has a short easy-care coat
•  Has a dignified, solemn, kindly expression
•  Loves the great outdoors and thrives on vigorous activity
•  Has such an incredibly powerful nose that he can save

lives by finding lost people!

Then, a Bloodhound might be right for you.

Yes, but is a Bloodhound ‘Right’ for Me?
•  Very large taking up a lot of house/car space
•  Rowdiness/exuberant jumping, especially when young
•  Destructiveness when bored or not exercised enough
•  Shyness towards strangers, when not socialized enough
•  Potential aggression toward other animals
•  Strong-willed mind of its own, requiring a confident owner
•  Slowness to housebreak        •  LOUD baying
•  A distinct “houndy” odor          •  Drooling and slobbering
•  A  short life span

Then, a Bloodhound might not be for you.
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Arthritis Can Make Your Dog’s
Life Miserable; Watch for Signs

Arthritis is a general term for abnormal changes in the joint.
These changes occur when cartilage is worn away faster than it
can be replaced. Cartilage acts as a cushion to protect the bones.
When it wears away, joints become swollen and painful.

Although arthritis is not curable, early treatment is key —
without it, your dog will continue to lose cartilage resulting in
the need for more aggressive treatments like surgery.

If your dog has arthritis, the first thing you’ll notice is that
he finds movement difficult and is reluctant to walk, run and
jump. Your dog may also yelp or flinch when touched in the
affected area. Arthritis can have serious effects on your dog’s
health and mobility but some signs of arthritis are similar to
those of other serious conditions. Take note of any changes in
your dog’s mood or behavior and make sure you consult your
veterinarian for an accurate diagnosis.

If it appears as if your dog might be experiencing any of the
key symptoms, don’t wait, see your vet for a check-up.

Prompt action is vital as arthritis wears downs the cartilage
in the affected joints so the longer you wait the more damage is
done and the more painful the situation becomes.  Simply put,
not waiting provides your vet with a much better chance of
proper treatment and avoiding more drastic measures such as
surgery.

Your dog’s nutrition plays a big role in avoiding the onset of
arthritis.  Balanced nutrition is essential for your dog’s lifestyle
and your vet can readily suggest the best foods for not only
pets with arthritis, but also those which can help preclude the
onset.

Equally important in dealing with arthritis in your dog is a
proper dialogue with your vet.  Be sure to minimally ask about:

Hesitates to go up and down stairs
Lagging behind or tiring easily during walks
Prefers to lie down rather than sit or stand
Stiffness, especially after resting
Whimpers, growls or snaps when touched in the affected
     area

Signs to Look For

What causes arthritis in dogs?
Contributing factors

Age:  As dogs get older, cartilage will begin to
degenerate. Though arthritis is much more common
in mature or senior dogs, young dogs can suffer from
arthritis, too.
Breed:  Certain large breed dogs are more prone to
arthritis and decreased mobility. Those dog breeds
include Labrador retrievers, Golden retrievers,
German shepherds and Rottweilers.
Excessweight:  Excess weight on your dog means
excess stress on the joints and cartilage, which can
lead to arthritis and joint health problems.

Possible causes

Congenital or hereditary defects:  Some dog breeds
may have congenital or hereditary conditions that
make them more prone to developing arthritis later
in life.
Accidents or trauma:  Trauma to cartilage caused by
accidents can damage cartilage, resulting in arthritis
later in life and adversely affecting mobility in your
dog.
Infection:  Occasionally, infections can lead to the
destruction of cartilage and joint tissue.

•  What are the treatment options

•  Ask how your dog’s weight is related to the condition

•  How much and how often should you feed the
recommended food

•  Discuss possible exercise programs which might be helpful
and activities which could be harmful

•  Ask about possible OTC medications you should/should
not give your dog
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Obesity is Causing Arthritis in Our Dogs

Arthritis is a common ailment affecting our pets today,
especially middle-aged to senior dogs and cats. Like in
people, one of the main contributors to arthritis in dogs
and cats is excess weight putting stress on joints – and
there is a lot of extra weight to go around.

Over 50% of dogs and cats in the U.S. are overweight
or obese, according to the Association of Pet Obesity and
Prevention. That’s nearly 100 million pets that are more at
risk for diabetes, high blood pressure, cancer and yes,
arthritis too.

Fortunately, research shows that a healthy body weight
can help prevent arthritis from developing in the first place,
even in breeds that are more predisposed to the ailment.

There are two main factors involved with preventing
and combating obesity — exercise and diet. If you haven’t
done so recently, have a discussion about diet and exercise
with your veterinarian. The exercise regimen and diet
should be appropriate for your pet’s lifestyle and life stage.
Pets that are already having issues with excess weight or
obesity must exercise moderately while consuming fewer
calories.

 An ideal way to achieve this is through a weight loss
diet. These diets are specially formulated to contain the
appropriate nutrient and caloric levels for your pet. Feeding
your pet smaller portions of his or her “regular” diet is not
likely to achieve the optimal plane of nutrition. Some
weight loss diets are even formulated to help manage the
inflation in joints in order to lessen the pain during play
and moderate exercise time.

 Preventing and combating obesity and arthritis in your
pet isn’t difficult but it does take effort and expert advice.
Speak to your veterinarian if you have noticed any of the
aforementioned signs of arthritis or believe your pet isn’t
at a healthy weight.

Help Your Pet
Stay in
Good Shape
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On Wednesday, October 14, 2015 at 12:30 pm Wyoming Basset Hound Rescue Foundation (WBHRF) held a regular board

meeting. Those in attendance were Holly Moen, President and Treasurer, Allen Moen, Vice President, Heidi Rasmussen,
board member,  and board member Frank Mallon and Jane Elliott, Secretary, by conference call. Board member Luke
NcNeely was absent.

Holly reviewed WBRHF’s current financial status in the treasurer’s report. First it was noted that the regular checking
account balance given at the July meeting was incorrect and should have been $1727.99 or $211 more than reported.
Currently, the SAFE account has a balance of $2,562.59. The foundation’s regular checking account has a balance of
$426.58, the Paypal or electronic checking account has a balance of $1004.91 and the online Paypal account has a balance
of $47.68. The SAFE account was unchanged at $2561.19. Holly stated that the decrease in balances was due to medical bills
for rescue Hannah as she went through a battle with thyroid cancer.

In Old Business, Holly reported that progress had finally been made on distributing the educational flyers. A family
currently looking to adopt includes a local music teacher and she got the flyers into the Cody school libraries. Holly was also
able to get the flyers put into the children’s department at the Cody public library.  Also under Old Business Holly reported
the Pet-A-Palooza in Gillette went well and Wyoming Basset Rescue was the only rescue organization present. They were
able to have one of the dogs currently waiting adoption, Daisy Duke there as well and it provided some good exposure for the
organization and Daisy.

Holly recapped the progress of the 2016 calendars. They had just been finalized and were ready to be printed. The price
will remain the same as last year and an announcement about their sell will go in the next newsletter.

Under New Business, Holly talked about several recent donations to the organization. In addition she also had been
notified that Wyoming Basset Rescue had won the 2015 “Play it Cool” Shelter Challenge for Wyoming with an award of
$1000. This combined with the recent donations were a blessing in helping pay for Hannah’s unexpected medical bills.

Other New Business included discussion on the upcoming Santa Pet Photo Shoot fundraiser that would be held on
November 14th in conjunction with the Park County Animal shelter.  Also, Holly announced that Wyoming Basset Rescue had
been notified by Amazon that it was eligible to participate in their charitable donation program AmazonSmile. Anytime
someone purchased through WBR’s AmazonSmile link, Amazon would donate 0.5% of the purchase amount of eligible
products to WBR. She proceeded to set up an account with Amazon for that purpose and the link for it had been placed on
WBR’s website and it would be announced in the upcoming newsletter as well.

Holly went over the dogs currently in rescue. Daisy Duke was the only one currently being advertised on the website, but
there were three other bassets in rescue at the moment. Chevy was at a foster home who was considering adopting him. Farley
had just come into rescue and there was already a home waiting to adopt so they are fostering him to see if he will be a match.
He does have an issue with his left hind leg and will be going to the vet for an evaluation.  The final basset is Stella, who came
from a shelter in Montana and is reported to be 14 years old. She had to have most of her teeth removed and WBR is looking
to put her in a “Forever Foster” home.

In a couple final items under New Business, Holly stated that the organization had gotten the rights to sell Rocky’s e-book
from his owner and would be deciding how to proceed with selling it. Also, Holly gave a brief overview of what fees Pay Pal
charges the organization and a brief discussion followed.

The next regular board meeting was set tentatively for Wednesday, January 20th, at 12:30 pm.  The meeting was adjourned
at 1:20 pm.

Jane Elliott, Secretary

Fall - 2015 Foundation Board Minutes
Wednesday, October 14, 2015
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Get the Message?
      Help Pass It On!

 

Winter - 2016 Board Minutes
Wednesday, January 20, 2016

On Wednesday, January 20, 2016 at 12:30 pm Wyoming Basset Hound Rescue Foundation (WBHRF) held a regular
board meeting. Those in attendance were Holly Moen, President and Treasurer, Allen Moen, Vice President, Heidi Rasmussen,
board member,  and board member Frank Mallon and Jane Elliott, Secretary, by conference call. Board member Luke
NcNeely was absent.

Holly reviewed WBRHF’s financial status as it stood at the end of 2015 in the treasurer’s report. The SAFE account had
a balance of $2,563.04. The online Paypal account had a balance of $15.88. Holly stated that she had moved most of the funds
out of that account and into savings prior to year end.  The savings account balance was $1756.82 and the foundation’s
regular checking account had a balance of $1606.11. Holly also stated that there had been quite a few deposits that have
come in since year end report was made.

In Old Business, Holly reported on recent donations the foundation has received including several made by people at the
end of 2015 which have helped increase the balances in the foundation’s accounts. Also, two dogs, Grady and Lucy, where
adopted recently and adoption fees were received for both of them.

Also under Old Business Holly stated that as of yesterday all of the 2016 calendars had been sold.

Holly reviewed the status of the ads currently being run in the Buyer’s Guide and a brief discussion followed on when
and how often to use certain ads.

Under New Business, Holly opened up for suggestion the date and place the 2016 picnic would be held. A tentative date
of June 18 had been set and it was decided that two weekends before July 4th was good timing to hold the picnic.  Discussion
also occurred on other places to host the picnic other than Cody and what other towns had dog parks or fenced in areas.
Everyone agreed that for 2016 the picnic would be held in Cody again.

Other New Business Holly went over recent dogs adopted out by the organization. She stated that there had been five
dogs adopted out that were never posted to the website due to the fact that there had been homes on a waiting list which
allowed for a quick transition of the dogs. These homes including a couple foster homes that decided to adopt their foster.
Discussion followed on what type of wording should be posted on the website when no dogs where currently available to let
people know that they could and should get on the waiting list if they were interested in adopting.  Holly also stated that in
addition to several more homes waiting to adopt, there was also a potential foster home in Casper as well.

Holly asked for the board’s feelings on holding a raffle and silent auctions again this year as she had several items
available to use. She said that in addition to the silent auctions held at the picnic she had also done some online through
Facebook last year that were successful.

Also under New Business Holly brought up whether foundation should be paying sales tax or not. Both her and Heidi had
done some research into the issue, but were still unsure if it was required or not.  Several suggestions were made of other
people who could be contacted to get more information. Holly also asked the board how they felt about getting set up to accept
credit or debit cards. She stated it wasn’t a big issue right now as the online sales where all taken care of through Paypal
who handled the credit card payments, but she had been asked once at a picnic if she could accept a credit card. She felt it
would be handy if the foundation ever set up a booth at an event that sold items such as t-shirts. Heidi suggested checking
with Paypal to see if they had mobile payment capabilities.

Holly brought up a couple emails that the foundation had received from two companies offering services to the organization.
One was from a company that offered video streaming services and another was a veterinary appointment service. Discussion
followed on both the validity of these companies and how much the services would actually benefit the rescue.

-continued on page 15-
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Can You Provide a ‘Forever Home’ for Me?

Current Residence:  Rapid City, SDTracker

If you are interested in adopting one of these dogs, please email us at bassetrescue@tctwest.net.  Receiving materials does
not obligate you.  We try to  match dog and owner, so you may be on a waiting list until a good match comes along.  All dogs are

We ask that you keep the dog in a fenced area , provide adequate medical care, and sign adoption paper s.  If the adoption
does not work for whatever reason, we ask that the dog be returned to WBHR .  There will be an adoption fee at the time of

 If you would like more information on adopting or fostering any of these bassets, please contact
Holly at (307)272-8089 or email at bassetrescue@tctwest.net.

Hello all you hound lovers. My name is Tracker. I know I’m not your typical Basset
Hound (but another B word-Bloodhound), but I am a one-year-old bundle of constant
energy looking for a loving forever home.

I came to my foster home in February from a less than perfect situation. Oh, what a
time I’ve had. I got weighed (80 pounds), poked with needles (UTD on vaccs), donated
blood (HW neg.), poked in the neck with a BIG needle (...I won’t get lost now cuz I
have a chip in me with all my info), and finally, I got snipped (I’m recuperating
nicely).

I’ve pretty much lived in a kennel, so I’m working on sight and sounds that are all
new to me. I’m a little jumpy, but I’m coming along quite nicely. I’m learning about
walking on a leash, but it’s a definite challenge for me AND my foster mom. She has
lots of patience and is trying to pass that on to me. I really like people and other fur
kids (well, doggies anyway; don’t know about the things they call cats). I’m working
really, really hard to get all my lessons learned so I can go to a furever home. If
you’re interested, just go to WBHR web page and fill out an application. I’ll be
talking to you all again real soon. TRACKER

I am SO happy to have a new home and what I’m told is my forever home! I’m Stella and I
came into WBHR at the end of September, 2015 as a “Forever Friend”. The family who
relinquished me stated me to be 14 years old, but the doctor I saw thought more around 9 or
10 years old. I feel so much better, as my teeth and ears were in really rough shape. I lost 37
of my 42 teeth! They either fell out or the doctor pulled them out. It really hurt for a while,

but after medication and time, I feel much better than I did before getting them removed.

I’m sort of a small girl they tell me, weighing just about 42 pounds. I am spayed, house
trained and current on my vaccinations. I will stay with my current foster home and as
a “Forever Friend” in WBHR’s system, but I still wanted to tell you my story and let you
know that I’m well cared for and happy. I have many friends at the foster home, so I am
never lonely either.

If you want to know more about our “Forever Friend” program, please visit our website.

Keeping Tabs
on Stella
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In a couple final items under New Business Holly
reported that Grady’s foster mom had offered to help
out with the Facebook page as she had more time
available to dedicate to it and so she was made an
administrator on the page. Also, Frank asked if it was
known when the Shelter Challenge that WBHRF had
won in 2015 would be happening again and a brief
discussion followed.

The next regular board meeting was set for
Wednesday, April 20th, at 12:30 pm.

The meeting was adjourned at 1:25 pm.

Jane Elliott, Secretary

-continued from page 13-

WBHR Winter
Foundation Minutes

 

While We’re on the
Subject of Obesity......

The internet is full of memes and jokes about fat dogs and
cats, but pet obesity is no laughing matter. According to the
Association for Pet Obesity Prevention, 52.7 percent of U.S.
dogs are obese or overweight – that’s the majority of American
dogs! This epidemic of fat dogs mirrors the overall trend towards
obesity, as 69 percent of adult Americans are overweight or
obese.

With all these statistics, it’s time to put your pet’s weight in
perspective. Fat dogs are at risk for a number of health
complications, many of which have already influenced their
weight. If you suspect your pet’s weight gain may be caused by
an underlying health condition, see your vet.

With all those extra pounds, pets’ joints have to work extra
hard. Osteoarthritis in dogs is a common health condition,
developing in about 20 percent of dogs, but it’s more likely to
occur in obese pets. Fat dogs have immense pressure on their
joints; over time this leads to joint degeneration. More fat also
means less muscle, which causes painful joint inflammation.

An obese, arthritic pet may be stuck in a cycle of weight
gain – arthritis makes movement painful, while a sedentary
lifestyle only worsens both arthritis and pet obesity. Begin your
dog’s weight loss program by gradually reducing portion sizes
and introducing short, easy walks into your routine. Swimming
with your dog is another exercise option, and water’s buoyancy
reduces stress on inflamed joints.

Overweight pets don’t live as long as their fit counterparts.
According to VCA Hospitals, “A large, lifetime study of Labrador
retrievers has found that being even moderately overweight
can reduce canine life expectancy by nearly two years.” Other
research has found pet obesity decreases life expectancy by six
to twelve months.

Obesity-related diseases like diabetes, arthritis, cancer, heart
disease, bladder infections, and even heat stroke can also reduce
fat dogs’ lifespan. Sudden weight gain may be a sign your pet’s
obesity is related to a medical condition; always see your vet if
you notice any unusual changes in your dog’s appearance or
behavior.

Most pet obesity is related to the animal’s lifestyle – its
feeding and exercise habits. While some dogs may develop

 

obesity as a side effect of certain health conditions, the majority
of cases are attributable to pet parents’ behaviors. Your dog
doesn’t know how much is should eat – pups are notorious for
eating anything you put in front of them.

Following the same logic, most dogs will gladly lie around
all day, but are more than happy to go for a long walk when
prompted.

“Free feeding” – simply leaving food in your pup’s bowl
for leisurely eating – is most often the culprit behind fat dogs.
Using this feeding strategy, there’s no way to tell how much
your pet is eating. Instead, put fat dogs on a meal schedule,
filling food bowls at the same time every day and removing
them after 20 minutes.

To increase your pet’s exercise, start gradually and
incorporate into your daily routine. An easy way to begin is by
taking short walks instead of just “letting the dog out” for
potty breaks. While you’re outside, toss a tennis ball, disc or
stick for Fido to chase.
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For the love of a basset... Show Your Love
and Support

 

 

There’s something brand new for you note writers from
WBHR - your choice of a 12-pack of cards featuring some of
our inspiring bassets and their stories.  On the front is one of
our rescued bassets, the back highlights their story and the
inside is blank.  The cards measure 5.5 inches wide and are
4.25 inches high.

There are two packs with Pack A featuring Nick, Toby,
Diamond and Cyndi and Pack B highlighting Chloe, Hugo,
Daisy and Ripley.  Each pack has three cards of each basset and
are available at $15 per set which includes shipping.  Please
note which pack you desire when ordering.

These beautiful cards are decorated with the iris paper folding technique.
Each card is blank inside and lined with white card stock.  Designs include two
basset hounds, two poodles, two cats, a Scottie and a bulldog.  The cost of the
cards is $4.75 each which includes postage and mailing envelope.

Iris Folding Greeting Cards

These lovely handcrafted charm bracelets are available with either dog, cat or
horse charms and in a variety of colors. Each bracelet is $5. Shipping costs vary
depending on quantity of bracelets ordered. One, two or three bracelets ship for
$2.25 and four, five or six bracelets ship for $4.50. Shipping costs are added into
the total price.   Order the quantity of bracelets you want and after we receive
your order we will contact you about what charms and colors you would like for
each bracelet.

 

Basset Hound Note Cards

Charm Bracelets

‘Memoir of an Abandoned Basset Hound’  

“Memoir of an Abandoned Basset Hound” was created after the life of Rocky the Rocket
basset hound. He was abandoned by his family in Wyoming and after a failed adoption, he
was adopted to his forever home in Montana. His master, Jim, simply adores Rocky and
Rocky adores Jim! Jim wrote this book about Rocky’s antics and adventures through the
eyes of Rocky.  Rocky’s book is available for a donation to WBR (suggested donation -
$3.00)  Format: ebook pdf - Length: 199 pages.
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and Support
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Wyoming Basset Hound Rescue Decals are 4" tall and 6" wide. They are suitable for
placement on outside windows and come with instructions to apply them. $6.00 each,
which includes shipping.

 

For questions about any of these items, please email Holly at:
bassetrescue@tctwest.net

This cookbook is 8½” x 11" in size, with over 40 pages of great treat recipes
for your dog!  The covers can also be personalized, such as “Toby’s Treats” and
they can also be made for other breeds, not just basset hounds.  The cookbooks are
$20.00 including shipping.  Personalized cookbooks are $23.00 (dog’s photo and
name).  Order well in advance if a gift  as they take four-to-six weeks to compile.

Three adult colors  - Stone Blue or Cardinal Red (no L or XL in either color and no M
in blue) plus the new ‘Texas Orange’.  Shirts have ‘Opt to Adopt’ on front and the WBHR
logo on back.  It’s $13 for sizes Small through X-Large and $14 for XX- and $15 for XXX-
Large.  We’ve even got youth shirts at only $11 in Cardinal Red (no S), Yellow Haze or
Indigo Blue in small (6-8) and medium (10-12).  Postage is $2.50 per shirt.

The basset pictured is Mena, who was rescued by an
animal sanctuary in Nebraska.

The back of each card tells her story to her new,
forever home.  The pictures are of the front and inside,
right of each card.

These are high-quality, 5x7 cards, with a glossy finish
on the outside and a mat finish on the inside.  The cost of
the cards, which includes envelopes, is $1.50 each with
an additional $.50 shipping per card for a total of cost of
$2 each.

 

 

‘Missing You’ Design

This is me.....

.....when you aren’t here

This is me.....

......when you are near
I miss you...!

WBHR Merchandise
Make Great Gifts

Great Gifts for All Basset Lovers!

WBHR Decals

Basset Hound Dog Treat Cookbook

Wyoming Basset Hound Rescue T-Shirts

Basset Hound Greeting Cards
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To the following
people for all their
help since our last

newsletter, whether
with fostering,

transport or placing
basset hounds

Please contact Holly Moen
bassetrescue@tctwest.net

(307) 272-8089

 

Foster Homes

Transportation Assistance

Monetary Donations

Doggie Treats

Veterinary Assistance

Applicable Gift Certificates

Don’t forget

to check our web site

for donations

via Pay Pal!

“It is amazing what you can accomplish
if you do not care who gets the credit.”

Harry S. Truman

Sue Barney, Audrey Bath, Marcia Bean, Erin
Bennick, Jennifer Blossom, Mike and Pam Calar,
Amanda and Dan Cloyd, Sarah Debolt, Janice
Degned, Anna Kate Donston, Teresa Fletcher, Tom
Henderson, Tammy and Robert Horner, Shauna
and Judy Lumbardy, Keri Mann, Julie and Bob
Mason, Hilary O’Kelley, Kaitlin Oress,

Kennedy and Evan O’Toole, Karin Overbeck, John
and Fay Pondish, Marie and Scott Puryear, Tana
Quaranta, Matt Rader, Michael and Helen Ryan,
June and Ron Sargent, Sherry Shillenn, Amy
Schultz, Gordon and DaNae Smith, Katie Taylor,
Marc Thompson, Bob Wirth, Kari Yeaman and
John and Marilyn Zilinski.

Don’t Forget.......
Be sure to make any of your

purchases via Amazon
through the

http://smile.amazon.com
site where you can

designate the WBHR for a
portion of the sales total!
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It May Seem Like ‘Just Yesterday’, but the
Annual WBHR Picnic is Looming on June 18th

It’s Time
to

Release
the

Hounds!

Let
the

Fun
and

Games
Begin!

 

Hugh Smith Park
Cody

Saturday, June 18
Registration - 10:00-11:30 a.m.
Lunch - 12:00-1:00 p.m.
Activities - 1:00 p.m.-whenever!!!

 

“This isn’t what I had in mind for a sack lunch!”

Okay, so there’s still snow on the ground, the winds are
still howling (worse than any basset ever) and it’s not ex-
actly balmy when it comes to the daily temperatures,
but....cheer up, the annual WBHR picnic is fast approach-
ing with a date of Saturday, June 18 on the docket.

With our general two-for-one format of sites (Cody vs.
Casper), we’ll be returning to Cody for this year’s bash
and Executive Director Holly Moen has her usual extrava-
ganza well in the planning stages.

Our site is the Hugh Smith Park and the picnic format
will be the same as past years, but Holly’s plans are calling
for some new additions to the day’s lineup of event.

Holly encourages pre-registration (see page 11) to help
with numbers planning for food, drinks, etc. with a dead-
line of June 11.  Not to worry, though, as you can still show
up on the day beginning at 10 a.m. for late registration.

We’re still going with a $5 per person fee with children
under 5 free with activities starting at 12 noon with lunch.

It’s WBHR
       Picnic Time!
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1.  Cody Motor Lodge*      1-800-340-2639
      No pet fee (don’t leave in room)
2.  Carter Mountain Motel **     (307) 587-4295
      No pet fee
3.  Super 8      1-800-800-8000
       No pet fee***
4.  Big Bear Motel       1-800-325-7163
       $10 pet fee
5.  Sunset Motor Inn      (307) 587-4265
        $25 pet fee
6.  Ponderosa Campground       (307) 587-9203
       No pet fee
7.  KOA Campground        (307) 587-2369
       No pet fee
8.  Absaroka Bay RV#       1-800-527-7440
       No pet fee

*Special  AAA/AARP Rate
**SpecialAAA, Senior, Military Rate
***2 dog limit     Special AARP Rate
#10% Discount for AAA/AARP, Good Sam, Military

Suggested Cody Lodging

8

Many facilities give dis-
counts for various organi-
zations such as AAA,
AARP, etc., so be sure to
note any such affiliations
when booking.

Site locations are approxi-
mate.

(Please clip and return lower portion via mail,
call the phone number or email

to the address listed below.)

Please fill in the form below to let us know the
number of people and dogs attending this year’s
picnic!  This will greatly help us in figuring the
amount of food and drinks needed.  The cost is
$5.00 per person and children under 5 are free.
Hope to see you there!

Name: __________________________________
# of people attending:  _____________________
# of dogs ________

Mail to: WBHR, P.O. Box 2131, Cody, WY
82414

Email to:  bassetrescue@tctwest.net
Call:   Holly at (307) 272-8089

Deadline:  June 11
The WBHR will provide the lunch, drinks, cups, plates,

plastic ware, napkins, dog tie-outs, pooper scoopers and
dog water.  Attendees should bring their own dog water
bowls and leashes as well as chairs and ground blankets.

If you have any questions or would like to help orga-
nize please call Holly Moen at (307) 272-8089 or email
her at:  bassetrescue@tctwest.net.

4 3 5
6

1

2

8
7

Please Call for Room Rates
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